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Project Overview

The COVID-19 outbreak has caused widespread disruption and damage to the travel and tourism industry.  To 

benchmark and track the current situation, Destination Analysts, Inc. has launched a weekly tracking survey of 

adult American travelers. The results of the first wave of this project are presented in this report. The survey 

will be conducted weekly to track traveler sentiment and generate insight into when tourism businesses can 

expect demand to return. 

The survey questionnaire used here is multifaceted and asks a representative sample of adult American 

travelers to report their experiences and feelings around the current pandemic situation.  We expect the value 

of this survey to increase as additional waves of the project are completed and we can see emerging trends. 

For now, we present this data primarily on topline with our additional observations included.

The survey was collected from March 13-15, from a demographically representation sample of adult American 

travelers in each of four U.S. regions.  Travelers are defined as adults having taken at least one trip (50-miles or 

more from home) in the past two years. In total, 1,200 fully completed surveys were collected, suggesting the 

topline results presented here have a confidence interval of +/- 2.8%.

This report is made available for use by clients of Destination Analysts, Inc..  Reproduction or distribution of the report in whole or part, without written permission is prohibited.
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Project Overview

Data weighting. The survey sampling plan used in this project collected 300 fully-

completed surveys in each of the four regions shown in the map at right.  The overall 

results presented in this report are weighted to reflect the actual populations of the 

regions. 

Moving forward.  The COVID-19 situation is rapidly evolving, and its impact on the 

travel industry is far from clear.  As a result, Destination Analysts plans to conduct this 

survey weekly for at least the next month, and likely further into the future.  

Subsequent reports will be released on the following weekly schedule. 

Data collection Report release

Wave #1 March 13-15 March 16

Wave #2 March 20-22 March 23

Wave #3 March 27-29 March 30

Wave #4 April 3-5 April 6

* The supplemental survey of Meeting & Event Planners will be released on March 20th.

Map of U.S. Showing Survey Regions 
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Key Findings

This first wave of this consumer sentiment project sets benchmarks to examine evolving traveler 

sentiment around the COVID-19 pandemic.  The following key finding emerged:

 A majority of traveling Americans (62.8%) are concerned about personally contracting the 

Coronavirus.  Still, approximately one fifth (21.3%) express low levels of concern.  In terms of the 

current pandemic, American travelers are somewhat more concerned about the health of their 

friends and family than themselves.

 Just under 2-of-3 American travelers (58.5%) expect the Coronavirus situation to get worse in the 

next month. 

 A majority of American travelers (61.1%) say they are done traveling until the Coronavirus 

situation blows over.

 Uncertainty abounds. Although about half of travelers see the Coronavirus situation resolving itself 

before summer, only 14.8 percent are willing to say they “strongly agree” it will. 
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Key Findings

 While the future is unclear, most travelers seem to be looking to get back into travel in the 

summer. The most common months when travelers currently plan to travel are June, July and 

August.

 Most American (62.0%) are concerned that the pandemic will impact their personal 

finances.  Relatively few travelers have lower levels of concern (21.9%) The economy is 

clearly on travelers’ minds.  8-of-10 travelers expressed some level of concern for the 

national economy, while relatively few (7.9%) are unconcerned.  

 The Coronavirus outbreak has already deeply impacted the travel industry.  Nearly half 

(44.3%) of American travelers say that the pandemic has affected their travels, with the most 

common ways being trip cancellations and postponements. More than half of those 

impacted have cancelled (55.1%) or postponed (51.0%) a trip.
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Key Findings

 It is no surprise that the top reasons travel is being impacted relate to personal safety—and the 

safety of loved one.  Still, other reasons are significant.  

 Cancellations of flight, tours and cruises impacted 28.0 percent of this group. Nearly 1-in-4 said the 

cancellation of a group meeting, conference or festival had stopped them from traveling. 

 Most American travelers who cancelled or postponed a trip, have done so once (i.e., they’ve 

cancelled one trip). However, the impact of frequent travelers shouldn’t be underestimated.  On 

average, if a traveler has cancelled a trip, they’ve done so 1.8 times; and 1.7 times if postponing 

travel.

 Most travel cancellations to date have been near-term bookings, with 58.2 percent cancelling a 

March trip.  Another 41.7 percent said they had cancelled a trip set for April, and 21.2 percent in 

May.  Most travel cancellations have been fully refunded.  More than half of those cancelling a trip 

(56.1%) said they had received full refunds for their cancelled travel product.  Two thirds of 

postponed trips (32.4%) have not yet been rescheduled.  For the remaining, trips are being 

rescheduled throughout the year with the most common month for these trips being June.
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Key Findings

 Weekend getaways appear to be perceived as easier to cancel than vacations or visits to 

friends and relatives. More travelers report canceling a getaway weekend than postponing 

one.  The opposite is the case for vacations and family travel.  For example, 31.2 percent of 

this group say they cancelled a vacation, while 44.0 percent postponed one.

 So far in this crisis, for both cancellations and postponements, cities appear to be bearing 

the heaviest burden. Amongst those changing plans like this, the most common destination 

type affected was cities or metropolitan areas.  About 40 percent of those cancelling or 

postponing a trip did so for an urban trip. Over one third (37.7%) of those postponing or 

cancelling a trip did so for a trip to a foreign country.

 Not surprisingly, cruise and foreign travel are seen as the most dangerous travel activities.  

Interestingly, however, attending a convention or conference is seen as “Somewhat unsafe” 

by 31.4 percent and “Very unsafe” by 36.8 percent of travelers.
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Key Findings

 Four in ten American travelers (41.3%) are considering staycations rather than vacations this 

summer.

 Road trips may replace some airline travel this year, but the impact may be smaller than many 

expect. Less than 40 percent (38.9%) say they agree they’ll probably hit the road rather than travel 

by car this summer.  Still, nearly a quarter of travelers (22.5%) disagree with this sentiment.

 43.4 percent of American travelers “Agree” or “Strongly agree” that they’ll probably be taking 

more regional trips while avoiding long-haul trips.

 The meetings business has already suffered a massive wave of cancellations. Potential attendees 

may be leery of returning once these events get back on their feet.  Two of three travelers (66.8%) 

say they will be unlikely to attend these events until the Coronavirus situation is over.

 As of today, most American travelers are feeling comfortable going out in their own communities 

to enjoy themselves.  50.8% currently feel comfortable going out in their own communities.
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Key Findings

 Even in this troubled environment, discounts are attractive.  38.4% of travelers say 

discounts make them more interested in traveling in the next 3 months.  

 Nearly half of employed American travelers (44.9%) say their employer has put travel 

restrictions into effect.  Most commonly, these restrictions are planned to be lifted within 60 

days.  

 Only about a quarter of American travelers (25.3%) consider themselves, as of now, 

receptive to travel messaging.  Openness to even short trips is limited, as only one-in-five 

travelers express a high level of excitement about the possibility of taking a trip to a place 

they want to visit with a close friend or relative in the next month.



Section 1: 

Topline Findings 
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Personal Health Concerns

A majority of traveling Americans (62.8%) are concerned about personally contracting the Coronavirus.  Still, approximately one 

fifth (21.3%) express low levels of such concern.  

Question:  Thinking about the 
current Coronavirus situation, in 
general, HOW CONCERNED 
ARE YOU PERSONALLY about 
contracting the virus? (Please 
answer using the scale below)

6.2%

2.8%
4.7% 4.0% 3.5%

16.0%

12.1%
14.0% 13.4%

6.4%

16.8%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

0 - Not at all
concerned

1 2 3 4 5 - Neutral –
Neither 

Concerned 
nor 

unconcerned

6 7 8 9 10 -
Extremely
concerned

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

1-in-5 show low levels of concern
Two thirds are concerned

about contracting the virus
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Health Concerns (Family & Friends) 

In terms of the current pandemic, American travelers are somewhat more concerned about the health of their friends and family than 

themselves.  

Question: Thinking about the 
current Coronavirus situation, in 
general, how concerned are you 
about your FRIENDS OR FAMILY 
contracting the virus? (Please 
answer using the scale below)

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

4.8%

1.7%

3.6% 3.5% 3.4%

12.1%

8.9%

15.4%
16.2%

10.2%

20.2%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

0 - Not at all
concerned

1 2 3 4 5 - Neutral –
Neither 

Concerned 
nor 

unconcerned

6 7 8 9 10 -
Extremely
concerned

17.1 percent expressed low levels of
Concern that their friend or family
Will contract the virus

70.8 percent are concerned about friends 
or relatives contracting the virus
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7.8%

2.8%
3.7% 4.0% 3.6%

16.1%
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20.1%
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Neither 
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Concerns About Personal Finances

Most American (62.0%) are concerned that the pandemic will impact their personal finances.  Relatively few travelers have lower levels 

of concern (21.9%) 

Question: Thinking about the 
current Coronavirus situation, 
how concerned are you about the 
impact it may have on your 
PERSONAL FINANCES? (Please 
answer using the scale below)

(Base: All respondents, 1,200 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

1-in-5 show low levels of concern
Two thirds are concerned

about contracting the virus
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2.3%
0.4% 1.0%

2.8%
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Concerns About National Economy

The economy is clearly on our minds. 8-of-10 travelers expressed some level of concern for the national economy, while relatively few 

(7.9%)  are unconcerned.  

Question: Thinking about the 
current Coronavirus situation, 
how concerned are you about the 
impact it may have on the 
NATIONAL ECONOMY?

(Base: All respondents, 1,200 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

Only 1-in-12 show low levels 
of concern for the national economy

The vast majority (80.8%) are concern 
about the impact on the economy
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Impact of the Coronavirus on Travel

The Coronavirus outbreak has already deeply impacted the travel industry.  Nearly half (44.3%) of American travelers say that the 

pandemic has affected their travels. 

Question: Has the current 
Coronavirus situation affected 
your travel in any way? (Please 
consider all your travel--leisure, 
business, group meeting, etc.)

(Base: All respondents, 1,200 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

No , 50.1%

Yes, 44.3%

I don’t know , 
5.6%
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4.3%

7.4%

8.4%

11.7%

51.0%

55.1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Shortened the length of a trip(s)

Changed my activities on a trip(s)

Changed the mode of transportation used

Changed destinations I would visit

Postponed a trip(s)

Canceled a trip(s)

How the Coronavirus has Impacted Travel

The most common way that the Coronavirus pandemic has impacted Americans’ travel is though cancellations and postponements.  

More than half of those impacted have cancelled (55.1%) or postponed (51.0%) a trip.

Question: How has Coronavirus 
situation affected your travel? 
(Select all that apply) ?

Due to the Coronavirus situation, I 
have_____________.

(Base: Respondents whose travel was 
impacted by the Coronavirus, 553 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

For detail on
number of trips
cancelled/postponed
see page 19
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Why the Coronavirus is Impacting Travel

It is no surprise that the top reasons travel is being impacted are related to personal safety—and the safety of loved ones. Still, other 

reasons are significant.  Cancellations of flight, tours and cruises impacted 28.0 percent of this group.  Nearly 1-in-4 said the cancellation 

of a group meeting, conference or festival had stopped them from traveling. 

Question: Which of the following 
are reasons the Coronavirus 
situation has changed your 
travels?

(Base: Respondents whose travel was 
impacted by the Coronavirus, 553 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

6.8%

16.9%

15.0%

23.1%

28.0%

30.2%

40.1%

49.4%

60.1%

60.8%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Business restrictions/employer-mandated restrictions)

Government travel restrictions

Concerns about coronavirus situation impacting my personal finances

Cancellations outside my control (events, meetings, conferences,
festivals, etc.)

Cancellations outside my control (airline flights, cruise trips, tours, etc.)

Potential to have my travel experiences limited/ruined by the situation

Potential to get stuck somewhere (unable to get home on schedule)

Concerns about my loved ones’ safety

Concerns about my safety

Concerns about contracting the virus and passing it on to others
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65.1%

22.3%

4.8%

1.5%

2.4%

3.9%
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Trips Cancelled/Postponed

Most American travelers who cancelled or postponed a trip, have done so once.  However, the impact of frequent travelers shouldn’t be 

underestimated.  On average, if a traveler has cancelled a trip, they’ve done so 1.8 times; and 1.7 times if postponing travel.

Question: How many trips did you cancel?

(Base: Respondents cancelling/postponing a trip, 292/279 completed surveys.  Data collected March 15-17th, 2020)

Question: How many trips did you postpone?

Mean = 1.8 trips Mean = 1.7 trips
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Month of Trip Cancellation

Most travel cancellations to date have been near-term bookings, with 58.2 percent cancelling a March trip. Another 41.7 percent said 

they had cancelled a trip set for April, and 21.2 percent in May.

Question: The trip(s) you 
CANCELED would have taken 
place in which months? (Select all 
that apply)

(Base: Respondents cancelling a trip, 
292 completed surveys.  Data 
collected March 15-17th, 2020)

1.1%

1.4%

2.0%

1.5%

2.7%

4.7%

6.6%

10.4%

21.2%

41.7%

58.2%

5.1%

2.1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Sometime in 2021

December
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October

September

August

July
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May

April
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Did Traveler Get Full Refunds?

Most travel cancellations have been fully refunded. More than half of those cancelling a trip (56.1%) said they had received full refunds 

for their cancelled travel product. 

Question: Did you get full refunds 
for any reservations you 
canceled? (Select one)

(Base: Respondents cancelling a trip, 
292 completed surveys.  Data 
collected March 15-17th, 2020)

Yes , 56.1%

No, 24.6%

I’m not sure, 
19.2%
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Were Postponed Trips Rescheduled?

Two thirds of postponed trips (67.6%) have not yet been rescheduled. 

Question: You said earlier that you 
had POSTPONED at least one trip. 
Have you rescheduled a date 
(even tentatively) for this travel?

(Base: Respondents postponing a trip, 
277 completed surveys.  Data 
collected March 15-17th, 2020)

Yes, 32.4%

No , 67.6%
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When Postponed Trips Rescheduled

Trips are being rescheduled throughout the year, with the most common month for these trips being June.

Question: The trip(s) you 
postponed were rescheduled to 
take place in which month(s)? 
(Select all that apply)

(Base: Respondents postponing a trip, 
99 completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

7.1%

3.3%

13.6%

10.8%

9.0%

13.6%

17.4%

25.1%

13.4%

15.4%

16.2%
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Sometime in 2021
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Types of Trips Cancelled or Postponed

Weekend getaways may be easier to cancel than vacations or visits to friends and relatives.  More travelers report canceling a getaway 

weekend than postponing one. The opposite is the case for vacations and family travel.  For example, 31.2 percent of this group say they 

cancelled a vacation, while 44.0 percent postponed one.

Question: What kind of trip (or 
trips) did you cancel or postop ne? 
(Select all that apply)

(Base: Respondents canceling or 
postponing a trip, 548 completed 
surveys.  Data collected March 15-
17th, 2020)

44.0%

28.2%

19.1% 18.2% 17.7%
14.2%

6.8%

31.2%

17.4%

25.2%

19.0% 18.8% 17.4%
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Vacation Trip to visit
friends or
relatives

Getaway
weekend

Leisure (day
trip)

Business trip Convention,
conference or
group meeting

trip

Other

Postponed Canceled
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Type of Destination Being Cancelled

So far in this crisis, for both cancellations and postponements, cities may be bearing the heaviest burden.  Amongst those changing 

plans like this, the most common destination type affected was cities or metropolitan areas.  About 40 percent of those cancelling or 

postponing a trip did so for an urban trip. 

Question: Thinking about these 
canceled or postponed trips, 
which destination types were you 
planning to visit but ended up 
postponing or canceling? (Select 
all that apply)

(Base: Respondents cancelling a trip, 
548 completed surveys.  Data 
collected March 15-17th, 2020)

40.7%

23.6%
20.9%

15.0% 14.5% 14.6% 14.8%

38.4%

21.0% 20.5%

14.9%

18.6%

14.6% 13.4%
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Cities or metropolitan
areas

Small towns, villages or
rural

destinations/attractions

Beach
destinations/resorts

Mountain
destinations/resorts
(including ski resorts)

Theme or amusement
parks

Desert
destinations/resorts

U.S. National Parks

Postponed Canceled
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International Trips Postponed and Cancelled

Over one third (37.7%) of those postponing or cancelling a trip did so for a trip to a foreign country.

Question: Were any of the trips you 
canceled or postponed foreign trips 
(i.e., travel to countries outside the 
United States)?

(Base: Respondents cancelling or 
postponing a trip, 548 completed 
surveys.  Data collected March 15-
17th, 2020)

No, 61.2%

Yes , 37.7%
I’m not 

sure, 1.2%
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Expectations for Coronavirus Outbreak

Just under 2-of-3 American travelers (58.5%) expect the Coronavirus situation to get worse in the next month. 

Question: In the NEXT 
MONTH, how (if at all) do you 
expect the severity of 
the Coronavirus situation in the 
United States to change? (Select 
one)

In the next month the Coronavirus 
situation will ________

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020) 5.2%

16.6%

16.7%

39.5%

22.0%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Get much better

Get better

Neither worsen nor get better

Get worse

Get much worse 58.5% of 
Travelers expect 
the situation to
get worse
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11.8%

18.0%

17.5%

25.3%

24.1%

29.6%

26.6%

30.7%

30.9%

33.5%

25.3%

31.4%

22.2%

16.3%

13.7%

8.8%

10.6%

10.6%
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29.8%
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36.8%

50.2%

61.1%
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Non-team outdoor recreation (biking, hiking, etc.)

Visiting friends and relatives

Taking a road trip

Going shopping

Dining in a restaurant

Staying in a hotel

Traveling for business reasons

Visiting a museum, aquarium, landmarks or other indoor attraction
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Attending a performance (music show, theater, movie, etc.)
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Attending a conference or convention

Traveling outside the United States

Traveling on a cruise line

Somewhat unsafe
Very unsafe

Perceived Safety of Travel Activities 

Not surprisingly, cruise and foreign travel are seen as the most dangerous travel activities.  Interestingly, however, attending a 

convention or conference is seen as “Somewhat unsafe” by 31.4 percent and “Very unsafe” by 36.8 percent of travelers.

Question: At this moment, 
how safe would you feel doing each 
type of travel activity?

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)
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Avoiding Travel Until the Crisis Blows Over

A majority of American travelers (61.1%) say they are done traveling until the Coronavirus situation blows over.

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: I’m planning to avoid 
all travel until the Coronavirus 
situation blows over.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

6.8%

11.8%

20.3%

29.8%

31.3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)

Agree

Strongly agree 61.1% are done 
traveling until 
the situation is
resolved
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Expectations for Summer Travel Season

Uncertainty abounds. While about half of travelers see the Coronavirus situation resolving itself before summer, only 14.8 percent 

strongly agree. 

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: I expect the 
Coronavirus situation will be 
resolved before the summer 
travel season.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020) 6.7%

15.6%

26.7%

36.3%

14.8%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)

Agree

Strongly agree
Half see the 
situation resolving 
itself in the 
next 3 months
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7.6%

18.0%

33.2%

23.9%

17.4%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)

Agree

Strongly agree

Staycations as a Replacement for Vacations

Four in ten American travelers (41.3%) are considering staycations rather than vacations this summer.

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: Because of the 
Coronavirus, I’ll probably take a 
staycation(s) this summer rather 
than a vacation(s). 

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

41.3 percent are
looking at staycations
rather than vacations 
this year
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8.1%

14.3%

38.6%

25.5%

13.3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)

Agree

Strongly agree

Replacing Air Travel With Road Trips

Road trips may replace some airline travel this year, but the impact may be smaller than many expect.  Less than 40 percent (38.9%) 

say they agree they’ll probably hit the road rather than travel by car this summer.  Still, nearly a quarter of travelers (22.5%) disagree 

with this sentiment.

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: Because of the 
Coronavirus, I’ll probably be taking 
more road trips this year to avoid 
airline travel.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)
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8.1%

12.7%

35.7%

31.5%

11.9%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)

Agree

Strongly agree

Replacing Long-haul Travel with Regional Trips

43.4 percent of American travelers “Agree” or “Strongly agree” that they’ll probably be taking more regional trips while 

avoiding long-haul trips.

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: Because of the 
Coronavirus, I’ll probably be 
taking more regional trips (near 
my home) and avoid long-haul 
travel (further from home).

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

43.4 percent are
looking at regional
over long-haul
Travel for the summer
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4.2%

5.1%

23.9%

26.4%

40.3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)

Agree

Strongly agree

Avoiding Conventions & Conferences

The meetings business has already suffered a massive wave of cancellations.  Potential attendees may be leery of returning once 

these events get back on their feet.  Two of three travelers (66.8%) say they will be unlikely to attend these events until the  

Coronavirus situation is over.

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: I will be unlikely to 
attend any conferences or 
conventions until the Coronavirus 
situation is resolved.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

Convention attendance
may still be challenged
once events start up
again
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4.4%

4.4%

15.6%

22.9%

52.7%
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Disagree
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Agree
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Avoiding International Travel

International travel will be significantly impacted. 3-in-4 American travelers said they’re unlikely to travel outside the U.S. until the 

Coronavirus situation is resolved. 

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: I will be unlikely to 
travel outside the United States 
until the Coronavirus situation is 
resolved.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

3-in-4 American
travelers will also 
be unlikely to leave 
The USA
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Comfort Enjoying Home Community

As of today, most American travelers are feeling comfortable going out in their own communities to enjoy themselves. 

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: I still feel comfortable 
going out in my community to 
restaurants, local attractions and 
undertaking local activities.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

50.8% currently
feel comfortable
going out in their
own communities
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Avoiding Travel Until the Crisis Blows Over

Even in this troubled environment, discounts are attractive.  38.4% of travelers say discounts make them more interested in traveling in 

the next 3 months.  

How much do you agree with the 
following statement?

Statement: The Coronavirus has 
led many travel providers to cut 
their prices. These discounts and 
price cuts (airline, hotel, etc.) 
make me more interested in 
traveling in the NEXT THREE (3) 
MONTHS.

(Base: All respondents, 1,201 
completed surveys.  Data collected 
March 15-17th, 2020)

38.4% of travelers say 
discounts make them more 
interested in traveling in the 
next 3 months  
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True, 44.9%

False, 39.7%

I don’t know, 
15.4%

Business Travel Restrictions

Nearly half of employed American travelers (44.9%) say their employer has put travel restrictions into effect. Most commonly, 

these restrictions are planned to be lifted within 60 days.  

True or False: My employer has put travel restrictions in 
place due to the Coronavirus situation.

(Base: Employed  respondents, 916 completed surveys.  
Data collected March 15-17th, 2020)

Question: From today, how much longer has your employer 
said these travel restrictions will be in place? (Select one)

5.9%

31.3%

23.3%

34.3%

5.2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

I don’t know

Undefined/For the foreseeable future

Less than 30 days

31 to 60 days

Over 60 days

(Base: Employed  respondents with travel restrictions, 418 
completed surveys.  Data collected March 15-17th, 2020)
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Upcoming Travel Plans

While the future is unclear, most travelers seem to be looking to get back into travel in the summer.  The most common months 

when travelers currently plan to travel are June, July and August.

Question: Even if only tentatively 
scheduled, in which months of 
this year do you currently plan to 
take any leisure trips? (Select all 
that apply)

(Base: Respondents canceling or 
postponing a trip, 1,201 completed 
surveys.  Data collected March 15-
17th, 2020)

5.2%

17.4%

9.4%

9.9%

13.9%

17.9%
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27.2%

24.9%

17.8%

14.3%
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Openness to Travel Information

Only about a quarter of American travelers (25.3%) consider themselves, as of now, receptive to travel messaging. 

Question: At this moment, how 
interested are you in learning about 
new, exciting travel experiences or 
destinations to visit?

(Base: Respondents canceling or 
postponing a trip, 1,201 completed 
surveys.  Data collected March 15-
17th, 2020) 16.2%

2.4%

3.9%

5.0%

5.0%
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Excitement to Travel Now

Openness to even short trips is limited, as only one-in-five travelers express a high level of excitement about the possibility of taking 

a trip to a place they want to visit with a close friend or relative in the next month.

Question: Imagine that a good 
friend (or close family 
member) asks you to take a weekend 
getaway with them sometime in the 
next month.

How excited would you be to 
go? (Assume the getaway is to a place 
you want to visit)

(Base: Respondents canceling or 
postponing a trip, 1,201 completed 
surveys.  Data collected March 15-
17th, 2020) 12.7%

3.5%

4.1%

4.7%

5.2%

20.9%
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Data Tables

Included with this report in a secondary file is a set of crosstabulations.  The banners used in this 

crosstabulation includes the following detail.  

 Regional breakouts.  In this report we use the four Census-based regions illustrated on Page 

4 of this report.  

 Generational breakouts.   Defined as follows

 Millennial and below.  Travelers under the age of 40

 Generation X. Travelers between 40 and 55

 Baby Boomers and above.  Travelers over the age of 55

 Online dashboard tool.   For subscribers to this project’s monthly package, an online 

dashboard is available to dig deeply into the data.  Please login in to  
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